
High Resolution CameraHigh Energy Astrophysis Division60 Garden St., Cambridge Massahusetts 02138 USA MEMORANDUM Marh 9, 2000From: Stephen MurrayTo: HRC Team, Cal TeamSubjet: Ghost Images in HRC-IRe:C: FileThere seems to be a small amount of onfusion regardng the presene (or absene) of misplaed eventsin HRC-I images that result in what are alled �ghost� images. The HRC-I raw images ontain about1.5-2% of the events from a entral onentrated soure that are misloated. Typially these events aredisplaed in the detetor negative u-axis diretion by about 1/2 of a tap spaing.The root ause of theseevents being misplaed is not ompetely understood, but it appears that these are events where someform of saturation has ourred that results in an unusual harge distribution being reorded at thedetetor readout. Whether this is an eletronis e�et or a physial e�et at the MCP is not known.However, the event sreening algorithm that was developed to redue harged partile bakground in theHRC does an exellent job of surpressing these �ghost� image events. In fat, based on tests with 3C273the upper limit on misplaed events in the ore image is about 0.1% of the total event �ux when thedata are sreened. This is also evident in the images from the Vela pulsar (PSR0833-45), partiularlythe seond observation (OBSID00364) where the jet and �ghost� are not o-aligned as shown below inFigure 1

Figure 1: The image on the left is not sreened and shows both the jet (diagonal) and the �ghost� (vertial). The imageon the right is sreened and shows only the jet.The point-like soure in Vela has about 70,000 events in the ore, the jet (south-west) has about 800events (about 1.1% of the ore), while the �ghost� (south) has about 1000 events. In the sreened image,the upper limit to the �ghost� is no more than 120 events as expeted based on previous sreening tests.1 / 1


